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EMITT’ANCE STUDtE9 AT THE LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL

LABORATORY FREE-ELECTRON LASER*

B, E. C!ARLSTEN, M9-H829, D. W FELDMAN, A. H. LUMPKIN, J. E. SOLLID,

W. E. STEIN, and R. W. WARREN

Lou Alamou Nabional Laboratory, Log Alamos, NM 87646

Recent emitt.anm studios at the LOSAla.moa FEL have indicati several areas

ofmncmm in the Iinac and bea.mline feeding the wiggler. These studies included

both experimental measurements and computar ui.mulations. The bea.mline etarta

with ● 6-A m.icropulse fmm the thmn.ionic cathode in the gun. Mar bunching by

velocity modulation and mmdemtion to 20 MeV in a 1300-IKHz standing wave

accelerator, the beam current is roughly 250 A. Final bunching to 800 A h

performed in the noniwxhronous bend that rotatas the electrons onto the axis of the

wiggler and the optical cavity.

Four ornittance growth mechanicma of spc.ial importance havo been studied.

Firs% a rapid UTOWthof the electron beam’s emittaace hmned.htoly afbr the

spherical gridded Pierce gun resulti, in pa.rL from the longtime requhwd for our

pulsing ●lectinica to mnp tho grid voltagQ up ●t tic start and down at tho end of the

pulse, which creatad a pulsa with ● coohwlfke cumnt distribution u ● function of

time. The growth was compounded by the extra.mdy small dial tmam SIM (almost

● waht) ieavi~g the gun. Ln●iclition, we saw ●vidonca of aloctrddic charging of

the insul-tma in the P, rdudng tlm quality of tlM ●lwtmn bsam fbrthor. 9econd,

the action of the solonoldal fwmslng flolds in tie low-voltagQ bunching region wu

studied, and crftaria for ~ m.tn.fmumun.ittana growth wm ●stabhkd. Third,

maximum rrdsdl~cnt a.nglw and dioplacomonti for vmriow clornsnts of tho

beaxnline wam calculated for the desired low om.ltts.n- growth. FinalIv, endttance

growth in the horizontal dmamlon through th non.lsochronous bend caused by

v~-ing energy dapredon on tho parttcloa dus to lonl~tudinal wako fldis wu both

calculctai and obsmwed. X.n●ddition, w. mouu.rod●norgy doprcosions causad by the

wako fields genermtcd by various othr .Icmonts in the baunlino. ?3trat@es WM

developed h relieve the ma@tudo of thou wako-flcld •~tii

●Work rformed under tho ●uspkea of tha U.S. Depa.rtznont ~f Fhrgy and the U.S.
TArmy trategic Defans-e Command.
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1. Introduction

Lal ge unpredicted elact.ron beam ern.ittance at the Los Ala.mos FEL prompted

an experimental study as to iti origin. Simulkneously, ~rnputer simulations were

done to help interpret the findings, which are discussed here.

?%e paper is divided inti three sectionfi. Fir~t, an outline of the experiment is

given, which includes a description of the bea.mline elements and techniques used to

de~nnine t4e beam emittnnce. Second, a summary is given of the experimental

resulti. Emittance measurement were made both before end after our

nonisochronous 60° hnd; longitudinal Wake-field measurement were made at the

end of the beamline. The last eecth contains the d.izcuaaion of these results,

including help in their interprebtion from the computer modeling.

20 Outlino of experiment

The experimental satup is shown in fig. 1. The ndn elements are the electron

gun, velocity bunching drift region, rfstanding wave accelerate-s, 60° bend, wiggler,

and spectrometa.

The electron gun, dwigned by Littin Lndust,ries (“[], is puiwd ●t 21 MHz within

a 1OO-PSmacropulse. The pulse length is usually dmI: 3 ns lWHM and the total

charge can vary km mm to 15 nc. The current distil~ution as a mnction of time is

shown in fig. 2. The gun is gridded and [a designed ti o}ara~ at 5 A. It uws a pmt

accelemtion anode ●t 80 kV (fig. 3). After it ltmvem the Run, the expnding beam

then encountem ● set of two magnetic lenses L1 and L2, wed to focue and match ths

ham into n drift region surrounded by solenoidz in whit!~~there is a wbharmonic

bunchar operating at 108 MHz. The peak voltage on the Imnc!mr Ic nominally 60 kV

and is used to vebciky modulata the beam. Pm.rticle ovofi~~king ocrum in the ensuing

drift regton (till surroundd by colonoida), ●nd tho peak ~:ment IMincresmd by a

factor of 90 by the time the bunch re&hes the uts.rt of the ilmch.mental huncher. The

fundamental bunchor is operatad ●t 1S00 MHz and nomln~~!ly with a voltage of

1 MeV. Adciltional particle bunching occurs In thi~ short ci~dty, and the peak

current becomes 50 times the stuting value by the thm the imnch reaches the flint

accelerator.
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Accelerator tank A (fig. 1) is operated at 1300 MHz and accelerates the beam to

10 MeV. The celis are all side coupled tiget.her, but the overall phase can be a~usted

for maximum bunching. Particle energy-phase diagrams from simulations using the

code PARMELA are shown in fig. 4 h indicate more completely the phase-space

dynamics of the longitudinal bunching described above.

After leaving accelerate tank A, the beam is focused by the first quadruple

triplet Q1 through the second accelerator tank, tank B. The beam is accelerated to

20 MeV in tank B and is next fcxused by the second quachmpole triplet Q2.

The electron bunch is horimntally bent 60° ta align it along the optical axis of

the wiggler (fig. S). The bend is achromatic but not ieochronous. Thus, if the phase

of tank B is ac@sted correctly, wwdleci magnetic bunching can take place in the

bend and another factor of 3 enhmmement in Pak current is poesible (fig. 5). After

the bend, the bunch can be focused by the third quadruple triplet Q3 ta a waist in

tie middle of the wiggler.

Qum-tz (fused silica) screens were available at several positions (fig. 1). In

pait.icular there was one da the tiplet Ql, two after Q2, and two after Q3. The

second acreena ah Q2 and Q3 were placed about 1 m behind the fhat. In addition,

there were three screens available inside the wiggler. Alw between the lenses L1

and L2, just after the electron gun at location O,we cmld insert a mby screen. The

predominate light-generating mechaniam for the quartz wreens is Cherenkov

mdiation aa the beam pmeec through the material; for tho ruby ocreen It is

fluorescence. The Cherenkov light is linear with res~ct to electron current. A

minor (fig, 7) isueed to reflect the light w a ‘IV camera; when the screen data are

digitized, they give a reliable description of the transverw cument dcmaity profile.

Emittance measurexnen~ were made using two bchniquea. FirsL

meaeuremen~ on the elechon beam’s traneveree size FWHM on any of the quutz

screens for various settingm of tbe immediately preceding quadruple tdplet could be

made. The dati could then be fitwith ● least oquame fitting routine tQan ellipse

with the appropriate Twiu valueo, and the em.ittance could then be calculated. This

is a well-known and common tachniqtie [2]. As a check, a two-screen measurement

can k made. Here, the beam is focused b the anmllect pouible spot on one screen.

Assuming that the beam waist is suf?’lciently cloee W that Mroa (a good assumption

for our cases), then the emittance ia given by
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where D1 is the beam spot FWHM on the screen near the waist, Da is the beam spot

FWHM at the second screen, ~ds is the screens’ separation. The factor of 4fly

conveti this inta the 90% nonnalimd emittance, which we will use throughout this

paper. In general only the horizontal em.itt-mce was measured, because no growth

in the vertical emittance through the 60° bend waa found.

After the electron beam leaves the tiggk, it is bent by a spectrometer magnet

(fig. 1). Lnthis experiment, the spectrometer was used more h detexmine the size of

wake fields than ta find the energy spread inherent in the electron ‘beam. While

varying the phase of accelerator tank B (and thus alm varying the bunch’s time

length from 10 ti 40 pa), we were able h compare the actual energy of the electron

bunch ta the sinusoidal cume of the rfflulds. The difference in the two cumea is a

good measurement of the ●nergy droop caused by the wake fields as the bunch’s

current is peaked.

Lnaddition, t.mneverae rfcieflectaa operating at 1300 MHz (-called fast

deflectms) can bc installed before the screen pouiticns 2 =d 4 (fig. 1). Theee devices

allow us both an accuret~ time measurement oftia len@h of the bunch (b 2 PS) and

also allow us to see if different partx of the bunch in t.me are fwused differently.

Measurement@ of the tatal charge in a pulse were made with a wall-current monitor.

3. Experimental resul~ts

(1)

(2)

(3)

The experimental resulti are in three groups:

Emittice meamwementi before the 60” bend.

Horizontal emittance meammementi after the 80” bend (primarily studying

emittance growth in the bend).

Wake-field wmgy depression memmmementi.

Evidence was men of the beam electrically charging the gun’s insulntmu. The

beam wouid be suddenly transversely deflechd, and just as suddenly it would come

back (the macropulse repetition rate io 1 Hz), The results outllnad below are km

periods when there was no charging. To more filly understand certain phenomena,
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it was desirable to minimize random sources of emittance growth. Thus, the results

blow are taken with the best selection of lens, solenoid, and quadruple h+plet

settings. The emittance measurements are accurate to, at best, 50 n’mm-rnrad.

Within that uncertainty, there was no noticeable difference between macropulse and

micropulse measuremerlts. In addition, variations up to 100 n“mm-mrad in the

measurements were obsemed because of slight differences in the beam transport.

3.1. Emlttance measurements before 60° btnd

3.1,1. [n~tallation of a 4-mm aperture at locatlon O between L1 and L2

At most, 43% of the electrons at the center of the pulse (initially 4 A) C- be

focused through the aperture. At the optimum focusing for the center, less of the

edge electrons get through (fig. 8). ~ the P* current is reduced, a higher and

higher percentage can be tranam.itted through the aperture.

3,1.2, lnstallaiion of a ruby screen (d katwn O between L1 and L2

At low peak curren~ (<1 A) from the gun, the grid pattim is reproduced on

the m-eon (hence all parts of the rnicropulee are bcused identically) (fig. 9). As the

peak current is increased, the electrons are dram in and the spot size decreases,

leaving small radial linee on the periphery oi’the focal spot ad destroying the focal

resolution near the centir of the #pt. Optical effecti responsible for the reduction in

maolution will be discussed in the nezt aectiun.

3.1.3. Emittancc at quartz semen bcationa2 ancf3

Cnr~= 200 nmunm.rad independent of peak current.

3.2. Emittance meaaurementrn a@ 60° ho?

The dominant ern.ittanca growth in t.h horizontal dimension rnechardwn in the

80° bend has been analytically preciic~d [31to be the longitudinal wake ftelds inside

the bmd destroying iti achromaticlty. Thesa predictions were experimenb,lly
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verified. The effect of the longitudinal wake fields inside the bend are different for

different particles. Some are decelerated the full voltage oftlm wake fields, and

others that are not at the peak of tie pulse are decelerated a lesser amount. Because

this occurs after the beam is bent by the fimt dipole but before it is bent by the last

one, the bend loses its achromaticity, thus there is emittance growt.b. One

simplistic physical picture of the wake-field mechanism can be made by following

the wall currents from the beam. We can see the bend in fig. 10, with an outlet pipe

in the third dipole to let the laser light out (the laser is an oscillator). As the wall

currents go through the bend, some are lost at the discontinuity caused by the pipe.

These wall currenh act as an antenna and radia~ wake fi~lds. One experimental

test is to stier the beam in the bend close to and further away from the hole. As the

beam moves closer to the hole, a larger pementage of the wall current paws by the

discontinuity and the wake fields should be larger.

3.2.1, Horizontal emittance at quartz screen locations 4 and 6 with 2,6-cm hole in the

beam pipe at the downstream dipole

tn, ~

B~c&d&400, A) U~#u~h~da$\OO A)
Bean, steered in pipe: . . .

Next to hole 900 350

Ln centar of pipe 350

Away from hole 500 350

l%e beam was a~rad either to or away fkom the hole until the beam began to

scrape the sides of the pipe. Fig. 10 shows the relative aims of the beam (about l-cm

diameter), beam pi~ (4.5-an diameter) and piw hole (2.&Kn d-ta.meter).

Fig, 11 shows the effect ofthe wake ilelb in the band. The peak current and

bunch length can be djustmi by varying tha phase of accelerator tank B. Aa the

peak cui~ent increases, tha IMa.mclearly eprds out in tha x-direction, indicating an

em.it~nce growth. Fig. lla mresponde to a bunch length of 46 ps and lld ta 10 ps.
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3.2.2. Horizontal emltfance at quartz screen locatlons 4 and 5 with smooth pipe in

60° bend

Cn,g~ = 35o nmmmrad (independent of peak current Up b 800 A).

With no hole for the outlet pipe, no wake fields are produced.

Placement of the hole at the fimt upstream dipole appeared to have no effect on

the emitt.ante. The TBCI code simulations show that wake fields produced with the

hole facing upstream are much lower than with the hole facing downstream.

3.2.3. Horizontal Emittan.ce at quark screen locations 4 and 5 with large beam pipe

(4.5 x 26 cm) and with usual 2.5-cm-hole in the beam pipe at the downstream

dipole

cn, ~ = 300 mmmmrad (independent of peak current Up to 500 A)

With the large beam pipe, a very small percentage of the wall currents pasa

near the hole.

3.3. Wake-field energy depression

Energy depreaaion meaaurementa aa thoue described above have led ta the

following list [41. Accuracy of the measure.menti is about 50%. These effecti add

linearly.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Bellows: 40-keV energy spread per 1OO-Abeam current

Spectrometer:

Fast deflectm

60-kaV energy spread par 1OO-Abeam currant.

20-kaV energy spresd per 1OO-Abeam current.

Pt,pe discontinuity: 20-keV energy spread per 1OO-Abeam current.

Wiggler without internal beam pips (magnet structure exposed ~ beam):

400-ksV energy spread Wr 1OO-Abeam current.
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4. Interpretation and comparison with computer simulations

Computer simulations of vtious pint-s of the beamline can help us interpret

the results discussed in the last section. Most of the simulations were done with the

particle-pushing code PARMELA. PARMELA calculates for each particle the

magnetic, rfcavity, and space-charge fields present at ita location. The Larentz force

equation then prescritm the particle’s motion for the next time step. Matrix

multiplication of the particle’s position and velocity vector is used to determine edge

effects of bends, lenses, and solenoids.

The gun can be simulated by the Stanford Linear Accelerator Centir WAC)

Electron Trajectory Program (EGUN) without including the gun’s grid, because the

grid does not cause significant defocusing of the beam (as we saw in fig. 9).

First, several mns of EGUN are done varying the conatanta in Child’s law,

which the program uses to detmn.ine cathode emission. This @chnique simulates

the effect of the grid in suppreaaing the gun’s perveance. Final particle trajectory

data are saved from each run. Then when PARMELA seti up ita input, it can

interpolate its particle positions and velocities from that data, needing only the

addition of the correct current vemus time distribution from fig. 2.

Calculated in this manner, the initial em.ittance of the gun is quits small, about

15 rtmmun.rad. The initial beam’s phase space and longitudinal profile are

8hown in fig. 12. This beam aiz-eis in good agreement with pepper-pot meafiuremen~

taken in the center of the adenoid region

However, the beam leaves the gun near a waist and erpands mdially aE it

travels to the lenses. There is significant emittume growth in tlda region becauee,

first, the longitudinal ends of the bunch are radially larger than the centir and also

twcause there is 10s8space charge in tie ends. Aa a remd~ the particles in the center

see a tremendously largur md.ial electric space-charge field than the parttcles at the

ends. The emit?ance growth ~les linearly with the space-charge fields !5] and,

thus, is rnagnifled by the and beam ~ze at the centar of the bunch. Becauee of this

mechanism, the emittance grows to nearly 60 nmnrnmrad by the time the beam

reaches the solenoid region. When we focus the beam through the 4-mm aperture

with PARMELA, we me fair agreement with the measuremen~

Additional growth to 120 nwn.mmrad is seen by the time accelerakr tank A

i~enhrod by tho particles. The mechaniarn for ernittance growth in the solenoid

region is similar in nature, although with the axial magnetic field the exact
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dynamics is more complicated. Because of velocity modulation from the

subharmonic buncher and tie difference in current density along the bunch, the

appropriate Brillouin field for the center of the bunch (the cathode is in a field-free

region) is not appropriak for the rest of the bunch. If the velocity modulation effect

dominates, then the rear of the bunch is overfocused and the front is

underfocused [61. Uthe vekity modulation is small, then both longitudinal ends

are over-focused. In our situation, there is the additional problem of the large

variation in rabal velocity for the different sections of the beam. The variation of

the edge of the beam obeys this equation [71(if the beam is lam.inar):

CA ,:v B:. -—+—
&2 0 kto &yr ‘0 ‘

m

where e and m are the electronic charge and masa, VOis the beam’s voltage, and the

applied axial magnetic field is Bz. This equation does nut represent vimple harmonic

motion and indeed the army of different radial velocities from the different radial

space-charge forces along the bunch causes scalloping that goes out of phase, causing

emi ttance growth.

The emittance growth is minimized when the beam is kept aa parallel as

possible in the solenoid region. Emittince growth increases of factom of 2 or more

are easily attained if the magnetic field of the front matching section is varied by

only 20% because of the above effect.

Experimentally, it wan found that diagnostic quartz weem wem required

everywhere along the mlenoid region. We did not have enough diagnostic stations;

therefore, the solenoids can only be tuned by trying to infer the e.m.i~ce

downstream. We did this by actually peaking the baam current meaaured in wall-

current monitim & mme beam inhrceptlon took place kau9e of the emittance,

Although this technique is not perfec~ it probably leads ti settings close enough to

the optimum.

Misalignment tolerances for thd gun, lennm, mlenoids, and accalamtora wem

calculated using PARMINA. Maximum tra.nsverz~ ofketa and tilts were calculated

to keep the em.ittance &=* less than 100 nvn.mm.rad. Care was taken to uet up

the experiment to ensure these tolerances [8].
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Maximum offset Maximum tilt angle

(mm) (mrad)

Gun 1 3

Lens 1 3

Solenoid 2 3

Accelerate 2 3

Even with the perfectly aligned accelerator tanks, PAFUKELApredicted the

emittance ta grow abut 150 nm.mumad by the end of tank A and 200 n by the

end of tank B, in excellent agreement with experiment. Although the space-charge

forces were now small, the beam in the tanks had a large enough emittince that the

focusing in front of the accelerators could not keep the beam’s radial size small inside

the tanks. As a result, the time-varfing radial rf forces caused more emittance

growth.

Horixmtd emittance growth from mia.ali~men(x in the 60° bend had been

analytically studied previously [31. Fimt, a iist, reproduced below, was formed that

outlined the em.ittancu growth caused by various mis.align.menta in the bend,

Referring to fig. 5: Dl, D2, and D3 are the labels for the fimt. second, and third

dipoles in the twnd. In the lis~ a number in parenthesis after a dipole label refers to

the angle it actually bends the beam. For example D1 (60) menns the flrut dipole

bends the beam 60°. The last three entziea in the list refer to the cases in which the

dipoles are cocked eo the bee.m is bent out of the plane oftha beamline (fig. 1). These

calculations, using PAR?KELA, were done with abeam of initi~ emitt.a.nce

60 mmmmwad. TIM magnitude of all the errom assumed for theue calculations is

suspected to be much larger than the actual miealignmenta.

E~~ caused by the energy-independent radial space-charge force [9] in the

bend were alto cakulded. With a l-pn-diam beam aim through the bend and peak

currentuof400 A, the ernittance would gmw to -250 nmunmrad.

Finally, the ernittance growth in the bend cauaed by wake fblds is undemtood.

From the earlier study and using the l-cm-diam beamUM66een in the bend, the

emittance present with the beam stiered through the center of the pipe in the bend

would comspond b n maximum energy depression of 0.4%. This depreeaion is

consistent with the meaeured value for a pipe discontinuity at 400 A of peak current.
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Error Change in emittance
(n.mm.mrad)

Both beam drifta are 2.5 cm longer

Fimt beam drift is 2.5 cm longer

D1(59), D2(58), D9(59)

D1(59), D2(60), D9(61)

D1(60), D2(59), D3(59)

D1(59), D2(59), D3(60)

Fimt dipole rotated 1“clockwise

Second dipole rotated 1°clockwise
Third dipole rotatad 1°clockwise

First dipole ra.iaed 5° out of plane

Second dipole raised 5“out of plane

Third dipole raised 5° out of plane

1.2

16.

14.

66.8

47.2

53.6

44.

64.4

56.

50.4

44.

44.8

5. Conclusions

The major conclusion of our study is that wake f!elclnware the mqjor emittance

growth mechanism and m extremely important for high-currant devices. Large

beam pipes in the bends appared to h m.fflcieut to limit the em.ittance growth even

with the holes required to provide an exit path for tho laaa light.

Next, drift regions at low voltagm should be kept u short u ~ble. Drift

regions that are h aho~ though, would mquhw large velocity modulation and

would cauee em.ittmme growth hum of tho mechadam d.lscuscd in the previous

eection. Also, there appeam b ba an optimum ●xpanaion dista.nca for our beam from

the gun before we attampt the focusing. The spherical Pierce gun we used waa not a

good choice for S-ns pulses. Unleaa M ●luctronia can h improvad to quare up the

pulse format, the emitt.ancc growth can only ba reduced by enlarging the beam

rndiuti. Planar Pierce gu~mdo thio ●utomatically, ●lthough they, in general, have

higher intrinsic emitta.ncw (-40 nm.mm.rati causad by GMpahapa four timeo

i~rger beam). PARMELA runs with ● sample plmar gun ind.lcatad emittanceo less

thn 70 n“mm”mrad Nan out to the end of tank B, Usa of a photoelectric injectar

is the most promising approach bacause it eliminat.as ●ll low-voltage d.rih [10],
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The energy-independent space-charge force could become insignificant if either

the emittance is lowered or if the quaclrupole triplet Q2 is moved closer to the 60”

bend, becauae this mechaniam’s effect depends linearly on the beam size. Otherwise,

with 400 A, the minimum hcrimntal emittance aftar the 60° bend wculd be about

250 nmrn.rnrad; with 800A, it would be about 350 rrmm”.mrad.

We must pay careful attuntion h the solenoid drift region and special

diagnostic should be incorporated. Clearly, each time the beam current is changed,

the optimum settings change too (although not linearly with the gun current-a

higher amount of bunching can occur with lower total charge).

Finally, nota that particle scraping by an aperture would decrease the

emitt.ante in a manner that would increase the brightness. Although the emittmce

growth was mostly motricted to what was originally the bunch’s axial ends due to

the violent particle overtaking and reordering, scraping off theee particles would

greatly affect peak current. However computir simulations indicak that brightness

increaaes of a factor of 4 am possible.
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FIGURE CA~IONS

Fig. 1. FEL layout.

Fig. 2, Pulse format from electron gun. Peak current can be increased to 4 A.

Fig 3. Spherical Pierce gun,

Fig. 4. Longitudinal phase space showing effect of velocity modulation and space

chsrge on bunching (10 nc).

Fig. 6, Design of 60° achromatic bend. All edge angles are 17°. Path length in the

dipoles is 50 cm.

Fig. 6. Longitudinal phase apace diagrams showing bunching effect of

nonisochronouc bend. Vertical axie ia energy (in keV), horizoi. tal axis is phase (in

degrees of 1.3 GHz).

Fig, 7. Diagram showing use of quartz screen to detannine beam dza.

Fig, 8. Around 43% of the particlea at the cenhr of the pulse are tranarnittid

through the 4-mm tlpelttl~.

Fig. 9. & the current is miceci, the beam et location Obecomes amallar. Aa a result,

the grid pattim *en in the low-current case is doatroywl, leaving bahind short

r8dJal lines at th twam’J radial ccl~o

Fig, 10, Description of bea.m pipe with hola and chohm for staining ham in bad.

Fig, 11. By changing the phase of tank B, wo are ablo to vary tho bunch lcqth ●nd

peak currant of th macropulsc ●t location 5. ti the current increa.m to 400 A,

there is ● Iargcr and larger spread in tic x-dhnonaion, indicating omittanca growth,

Fig, 12. Initial beam tranove~ phasa space and shape. Initial bm.m cumnt

density ic seen in fig, 2,
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